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Here is what poker players around the world have been waiting for. A follow-up to the hugely
successful Read 'em and Reap. Joe Navarro brings us an incredible 200 of the most often-observed
tells in poker. This is a must for the amateur as well as the pro. Joe brings together his experience
working with and analyzing poker players as only a world-class observer could. This is an ideal and
easy-to-follow guide to poker tells. All meat no fluff, exactly as poker players prefer, with easy to find
information divided up by the parts of the audio.
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Joe Navarro's "200 Poker Tells" is a must for the live player. What makes this book so unique is the
ability to have it on your mobile device. I can guarantee you that I will be looking at it for reference
during live play. The tips and tells are short and to the point. Another great thing about this book, is
that the tells are broken up into body parts. This allows you to move to an area of the body quickly
for reference. The price point is excellent, because unlike a traditional book, this goes where you
go.Having played live poker for about 6 years, and having read Joe's other book on tells, "Read `Em
and Reap," they are must reads. If you pay attention while playing, you will see just about all of
these tells in action. One of my favorites is happy feet, which I witnessed when my opponent hit his
full house and I promptly laid down my two pair. Read the books and then go to a tournament, in
which you aren't playing in, and just watch a table and the tells will come to life. Joe knows his stuff.
Not to mention, you can use this information in every day life as well.200 Poker Tells

The 200 poker tells is a great resource for poker tells and information that can help any poker player
with live reading skills. I believe that if your looking for poker tell information you might first want to
ready "Read'em & Reap" by Joe Navarro & Phil Hellmuth because more examples and information
are provided for background on all the tells listed in this book. Once you have built your knowledge
base of lives tells going back to this book as a resource and refresher has been amazing.

I admit I am a little disappointed that this e-book has no photos! I know that a photo is just a capture
of a single moment and tells are to be observed and studied as they appear through some seconds
or fragments of a second, but still photos are helping a lot.Having bought and read "Read em and
Reap" the photos there were a BIG help, especially for readers like me (from Greece) whose
English might be good or very good, but not a native spoken language, so every additional help
counts for the better.Also not anything new here, its more like a catalogue of already known (and
being laid to paper on previous publications) poker tells. I expected something more "new", but I feel
the writer probably exausted his points in the subject of Poker Tells with "Read em and Reap"...I
bought it more cause I wanted it not to miss from my Poker Library, but I could live without it also.
Newer publications from other writers are much much better than this, for example I feel Zachary
Elwood's Reading Poker Tells is a much better book overall (similar to Read em And Reap actually,
but really well written). I bought both at the same time and I found myself reading Zachary's book for
hours, where I almost didn't touch this one...Hope Joe's next effort will be better and will deliver
more interesting writings, cause his "Read em And Reap" book shows he can do it.

Good analysis on tells, but as advertised, that is all that is in here. No description of how to read a
person top to bottom, or how to build your overall picture on someone. Taken discretely it is all good
info, if you are adding it to your mental database. There are two other titles I want to look at before I
give a final verdict here, but I think I need more than just this for the aspect of my game I want to
work on.

Poker Tells is a comprehensive comprehensive coverage of Poker tells and a great guide. It is an
excellent value. I learnt a lot .However I would have loved to have more pictures and will be looking
for a video in future, even if was with simulated situation.I highly recommend this book to anyone.

A little disappointed with this book. If you've done any research or had any classes in this area,
there's really nothing much new here. It is organized for reference, so it can be used for the

purposes stated, as a quick refresher or to look something up during play. I guess I'll keep it on my
phone for that reason. Marginally worth the purchase.

As a NYC Street Cop(retired), I found most of the poker tells discribed in this book had been used
by me when dealing with the public. Although I didn't use them for playing poker then, I do now and
find them very useful.Blue Eagle
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